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Academic Knowledge Skills
by Jude Hornborg

T

he 14 Academic Knowledge skills listed in
the WFRP rulebook represent broad areas
of scholarship, each comprising a number of subdisciplines. Listed below are the sub-disciplines
associated with each Academic Knowledge skill.
At the GM’s discretion, players may be limited to
two or three sub-disciplines for each Academic
Knowledge skill, only learning additional subdisciplines by spending XP on mastery (three
sub-disciplines per 100 XP is reasonable).

University Programs
Bachelors Programs: A typical Old World
university offers seven different fields of study to
junior students, the so-called Seven Liberal Arts.
These consist of two groups: Trivium which
includes Grammar, Rhetoric and Logic; and
Quadrivium which includes Arithmetic,
Geometry, Music Theory and Geocentric
Astronomy. Six of these fields are indicated by
italics in the above lists; Grammar is represented
by the Speak Language skill (Reikspiel and
Classical) along with Read/Write. Characters
educated at a university should select their first
two Academic Knowledge skills from among the
following: Arts, Astronomy, Engineering,
Philosophy and Science.

Arts: Music Theory, Literature, Visual Arts,
Drama, Art History.
Astronomy: Geocentric Theory, Heliocentric
Theory, Observation Instruments, Warp Theory,
Astrology.
Daemonology: Chaos Theory, Demonic Lineages,
Ritual Summoning, Chaos Cults, Binding &
Exorcism.

Masters and Doctorate Programs: The most
common subjects of study for advanced scholars
are Theology, Law and Medicine. A medical
degree requires the Academic Knowledge
(Science) and Heal Wounds skills, in addition to
the Surgery Talent. Advanced degrees in Theology
and Law often require Academic Knowledge
(Philosophy or History).

Engineering: Arithmetic, Geometry, Architecture,
Artillery Weapons, Mechanical Motion, Mining &
Earthworks, Nautical Engineering.
Genealogy/Heraldry: Noble Lineages, Coats-ofArms, Sigillography (seals), Inheritance &
Succession Law, Genealogical Research.

Other Institutions of Learning

History: Tribal Empire, Post-Sigmarian Empire,
Bretonnia, Remean Empire, Kislev, Tilea, Estalia,
Araby, Nehekhara, Lustria.

Temples: Initiates may learn Theology and a
selection of skills appropriate to their patron
deity (‘Religion and Academia’, page 10).

Law: Rhetoric, Imperial Law, Provincial Law,
Guild Law, Canon Law, Petty Law.

Specialized Colleges: The Imperial Colleges of
Magic in Altdorf teach a variety of Academic
Knowledge skills including Astronomy, Magic,
History and Runes. The Imperial Gunnery School
in Nuln offers courses in Engineering and
Strategy/Tactics. Other minor colleges may focus
on Law, Medicine or Science to the exclusion of
other subjects.

Magic: Colour Theory, Stone Circles & Leylines,
Ambient Magic, History of Magic, History of the
Colleges, Sympathetic Magic, Rituals, Forbidden
Lores.
Necromancy: Blood Magic, Death Magic,
Reanimation, The Soul, Golems & Automata,
Nehekharan History.

Tutors & Mentors: Private tutors are paid as
Specialists (Hirelings - OWA page 99) and may
teach any Knowledge skills known, given enough
time. Nobles’ children often learn Read/Write and
Genealogy/Heraldry from private tutors.
Daemonology and Necromancy may also be
learned from mentors, although finding one is
usually difficult.

Philosophy: Logic, Rhetoric, Ethics, Mechanistic
Naturalism, Mystical Humanism, Hellenic
Thought.
Runes: Dwarf, Druid, Nehekhara, Elf, Slann,
Chaos.

Independent Study: Only certain Academic
Knowledge skills may be learned by independent
study: Daemonology, Genealogy/Heraldry,
History, Law, Necromancy, Runes and
Strategy/Tactics. The other seven skills can only
be learned with instruction and access to rare
equipment. See the ‘Library Research’ article for
more about learning academic skills.

Science: Arithmetic, Alchemy, Anatomy &
Medicine, Botany, Physics, Zoology.
Strategy/Tactics: Artillery Weapons, Supply
Logistics, Siege Defense, Battlefield Manoeuvres,
Guerilla Warfare, Naval Tactics.
Theology: Canon Law, Liturgy, Heresy,
Scriptural Exegesis, Forbidden Gods.
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Revised Skill Rules

Information Recall: Academic Knowledge tests
may be rolled by players to gain information from
the GM (see ‘Library Research’ page 25).

(Note: these rules replace the ones printed in Liber
Fanatica III: The Gamemaster’s Guide.)

Academic Knowledge (Intelligence - Advanced)
Related talents: None
Perfect
3+ DoS

Success
0-2 DoS
Failure
0-2 DoF
Botch
3-5 DoF
Fumble
6+ DoF

Practical Application: Many Academic
Knowledge skills (e.g Science, Engineering) may
be used to perform experiments, write treatises,
or complement other skill tests (e.g. Trade,
Charm, Blather, Bluff).

Information: Details known.
Additional obscure but relevant facts
are also recalled.
Practical: Task succeeded beyond
expectations, +20% to complementary
skills.
Information: Details known.
Practical: Task succeeded, +10%
to complementary skills.
Information: Rough approximation,
but no details.
Practical: Task failed. Test may be
re-rolled if methodology is modified.
Information: No information
known.
Practical: Task failed.
Information: Recollection is
erroneous, with potentially negative
consequences.
Practical: Task failed, resulting in
mockery, damaged equipment or
even injury.
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Library Research in WFRP
by Jude Hornborg

M

University Libraries
The most diverse collections are found in
university libraries, which often consist of
multiple rooms, each dedicated to a separate field
of study. For example, the University of Nuln
library has seven different rooms: Astronomy &
Natural Science, Geometry & Arithmetic,
Engineering & Warfare, Classical History &
Philosophy, Literature & Grammar, Arts & Music,
and Law & Rhetoric. Books in a university library
are often chained to their shelves or reading
desks to protect against theft by penniless
students who would pawn them for ale money.
Forbidden libraries in a university rarely contain
blasphemous texts, but may, for example, house
books on taxidermy which reference necromancy,
or an astrology text positing controversial
theories about Morrsleib. Only senior students
are permitted into these libraries under the
supervision of a faculty member.

any secrets of the Warhammer world lie
buried among the pages of books, and
finding them can be an adventure in itself. Some
GMs prefer to streamline library research by
providing players with a short summary of their
characters’ reading, the length and accuracy of
which might be modified by a simple Read/Write
or Language skill test. This article provides rules
and setting information for making library
research a central element of the adventure. For
inspiration, we recommend Umberto Eco’s
medieval murder mystery Name of the Rose, in
which an investigator uses scholastic deduction
to solve the crime. The 1986 screen adaptation
with Sean Connery is very Warhammery.
Examples are taken from the official adventure
Barony of the Damned. If you intend to play this
adventure in the future, you should skip the
italicized text to avoid spoilers.

Private Libraries
Nobles and merchants accumulate large, eclectic
collections reflecting their personal interests;
both obligatory classics and current favourites. A
well-stocked bookshelf demonstrates status
among the social elite, particularly if its contents
are illuminated and the covers stitched with
golden thread. Middle-class burghers own small
bookshelves containing vocational texts, along
with a few works of poetry. The common citizen is
lucky to own any books at all. Antique volumes
from temples often end up in the hands of private
collectors. Arcane or forbidden texts, while
occasionally found in a private collector’s library,
are rarely displayed openly. Instead, these prized
volumes are either locked in a safe box, hidden
behind a secret door, or both.

Libraries
Temple Libraries
Prior to the founding of universities and invention
of the printing press, books were safe-guarded in
temples by monks who expertly duplicated them
by hand. Presently, lack of space has forced
many of these collections to be transferred to
other libraries, although many temples –
particularly those of Verena and Sigmar – have
expanded to accommodate their collections
instead. Theological texts are shelved within the
temple proper, while a (semi)-detached library is
often built alongside the main building to contain
other books of interest. Volumes considered
blasphemous to the deity – if not destroyed
outright – are sometimes stored in a secret room
under lock and key.
Town Hall and Court Libraries
Legal texts, property survey records and court
proceedings are stored in the town hall archives.
In larger towns and cities, these documents may
be kept in the courthouse library instead. The
shelves of civil libraries are usually disorganized,
with scroll cases and string-bound booklets piled
helter skelter. Local laws are written by hand and
collated into extant volumes. Imperial laws and
edicts are also updated piecemeal as printed bills
are received from the palace in Altdorf. Common
citizens are usually not permitted entry to the
archives, and must instead place requests for
specific documents. If a request is approved by a
town councilor or magistrate, the document is
retrieved for examination in a designated reading
room. Orders for official records are processed at
the clerk’s leisure of course – often many days
after the initial request was filed.
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present, the GM rolls 1d5 or 1d10, doubling for
wealth, and generates the following:
•
28 assorted poetry anthologies from famous
authors, both Bretonnian and foreign (Poetry
& Literature)
•
12 journals and genealogical compilations of
the Aucassin family (Biography)
•
6 books about wildlife in Mousillon and 2
books about Estalian birds (Bestiary)
•
2 travel accounts of merchants who’d traded
with the vampire (Travel Accounts)
•
4 history texts covering the dukes and wars of
Bretonnia (Scholarship)

Forbidden Libraries
Concealed behind secret doors and often
protected by traps, forbidden libraries are not
only found in the lairs of dark practitioners, but
also in university basements, certain temples and
the chapter houses of witch hunters. Permission
to own forbidden texts may only be granted by
high priests of Sigmar. Possession of illicit books
lacking the seal of the Torch or Comet is
punishable by death according to religious law.
The forbidden libraries of religious orders may be
permanently under the watch of temple guards.
Daemonologists and necromancers tend to
employ library guardians of a more sinister
nature...

Cataloguing & Storage

Warhammer libraries do not use advanced
cataloguing methods. At best, the books are
grouped by general subject category (e.g. Arts,
Science) with a coded inventory list serving as the
only guide for researchers. Inventory lists are
often densely-written and incomplete. Since
inventory lists are updated piecemeal with each
new acquisition, they are rarely alphabetical,
although sophisticated libraries might assign a
letter or number to each book, matching the label
affixed to its shelf. Coherent inventory lists are
considered a luxury by researchers.

Numbers and Types of Books
The following table may be used to generate the
number of books, by category, in a library. Roll
against the listed percentages, and for each
category present determine the number of books.
Percentages and quantities assume a mediumsized library. For smaller libraries, halve these
numbers, and for larger ones double them. The
following table is primarily used to generate
libraries that haven’t been detailed in advance by
the GM. Important libraries should be fleshed out
during GM preparation to account for college
specialization (“Academic Knowledge” pg. 23),
religious affiliation (“Religion and Academia”, pg.
10) and of course plot requirements.

The covers of books are typically inscribed only
with the title, and the spines are often blank. To
further complicate the researcher’s job, multiple
books are often bound together within the same
cover as a cost-saving measure, with a table of
contents being the only means to discern where
the first book ends and another begins.
Furthermore, books of the Old World are not
subject to copyright law, so individual publishers
may print books with missing chapters or edit
them without the author’s permission.

Books are sorted here into the same categories
used in Liber Fanatica III (“Ex Libris Imperialis”).
That article contains tables for generating the
binding, exact subject matter, title, and authorial
style of a specific book.
Example: In the swampy lowlands of Mousillon,
the PCs have slain a vampire lord, freed his
servants and plundered his chateau. The vampire
owned an impressive library. From the adventure
text, the GM knows that the vampire was a patron
of the arts, so he decides to automatically include
works of poetry. Looking at the Private Library
column, his 2d10 roll of 14 is doubled to 28
because of the vampire’s wealth. The GM then
rolls percentiles for the remaining categories:
Biography, Bestiary, Cookbook, Guidebook,
Religious and Forbidden. For each category
Biography
Bestiary
Cookbook
Poetry & Literature
Guidebook or Travel
account
Religious Doctrine
Scholarship (History,
Philosophy, Science)
Law, Civil records,
Property inventories
Forbidden, Exotic or
Heretical topic

Temple
50% x 1d10
50% x 1d10
30% x 1d5
NA
50% x 1d10

Library research is not a purely cerebral exercise.
Dust, mould and poor light conditions can also
make it a physically taxing one. Experienced
researchers learn to search behind the shelves –
which are mounted a few inches away from the
wall to protect their contents from mould – in
case a treasured volume has fallen into the crack.

Town & Court
50% x 1d10
NA
NA
NA
50% x 1d10

100% x 1d100 50% x 1d5
70% x 2d10
30% x 1d5

University
100% x 1d100
100% x 1d100
NA
100% x 1d100
100% x 1d100

Private
50% x 1d10
30% x 1d5
70% x 1d5
70% x 2d10
30% x 1d5

100% x 1d100
30% x 1d5
100% x 1d1000 20% x 1d5

Forbidden
50% x 1d5
50% x 1d5
NA
NA
50% x 1d5
50% x 1d5
NA

NA

100% x 1d100 100% x 1d100

NA

NA

30% x 2d10

NA

5% x 1d5

100% x 1d10

50% x 1d100
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Research Process
The following steps may be used to resolve library
research attempts when the researcher is looking
for specific information. Book collections being
perused without a clear objective should be
resolved by the GM developing a Research Tree
over the course of multiple game sessions (pg.
30).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Search Test
Roll for Library Encounter (optional)
Speak Language test, if necessary
Common or Academic Knowledge test, if PC
wishes
Repeat steps #1-4 for additional sources
referenced, if library is sufficiently large
Proceed to next cell of Research Tree, if
applicable

1. Search Test: Read/Write skill is required to
attempt library research. The player rolls against
his Search skill to determine whether a useful
book or passage has been found. If the library
does not contain the information sought, the GM
should inform the player of this after a successful
Search test. Alternately, the GM may wish to roll
Search tests secretly. For re-roll guidelines, see
Research Times and Multiple Citations.

Large libraries may consist of multiple rooms. As
mentioned above, physical separation is a
primitive method of organising books by subject
matter in university libraries, but many libraries,
particularly those housing old books (e.g. temple
libraries), may also have small reading and/or
writing rooms adjoining the stacks. Before the
advent of the printing press in the Old World,
many hand-copied volumes were written without
any word spacing or punctuation at all, making
reading an arduous task, and silent reading
almost impossible. Reading rooms provide silence
for the reader to concentrate, and prevent other
library patrons from being disturbed by his
recital. These rooms tend to be littered with
books left behind by researchers who were too
lazy to re-shelve them.

Search Test modifiers:
-20% Poor lighting
-10% Books are not shelved in any apparent
order
0
Normal conditions (e.g. lantern light)
+5%
Per relevant reference source
+10% Using a magnifying glass and inventory
list
2. Roll for Library Encounter: During every
research cycle there is a 50% chance of a library
encounter. The GM may select an appropriate
Library Encounter from the tables provided, or
reverse the numbers from the initial Search test
to generate a random encounter.
3. Speak Language Test: If the book is written in
a foreign or archaic script, or if the writing is very
sophisticated, a Speak (Arcane) Language test
may be required in order to understand the
material. See Languages of the Warhammer
World (pg. 33) for details.

The majority of writing rooms were converted to
reading rooms or new shelving areas after the
advent of the printing press. However, manual
copying is not a dead practice by any means, and
many temples, guilds and universities employ
scribes or junior priests to replicate transaction
records or rare books borrowed from other
libraries. These writing rooms are stocked with
quills, inks and vellum or parchment, and are
often kept locked to protect their contents from
thieves.

4. Knowledge Test: Once the researcher has
gathered his information, the players may
discuss the findings amongst themselves. PCs
who possess relevant Common or Academic
Knowledge skills may probe the GM for additional
details, based on the character’s prior education
and experience. See Academic Knowledge Skills
(pg. 23) for details.

Books are rarely permitted to leave the library,
and are commonly chained to their shelves – or
reading desks in the case of large, frequently
referenced volumes. Libraries permitting
temporary loans demand a deposit – typically 10s
to 1gc – in addition to the signing of a loan
register.

5. Repeat Steps 1-4: Large libraries and complex
subjects may require multiple research cycles to
explore exhaustively (see below).
6. Proceed to next cell of Research Tree: If the
GM has developed a research tree, then the
players may begin investigating the next cell
using the references obtained.
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Example: A simple DoS Library Search table for
the Grand Sow of the Grismerie might look
something like this:

Research Times & Multiple Citations
The GM may allow re-rolls of failed Search tests,
however each Search attempt takes time, as
indicated on the table below. Players succeeding
their first Search test may seek additional
citations, adding time for each Search attempt
made. The indicated times include skimming to
get a basic gist of the contents. In-depth reading
may require days, weeks or even months of game
time.

3+ DoS: The Black Pig of the Woods is said by
some to be an aspect of the Grand Sow
2 DoS: Most stories pit the Sow against her arch
nemesis, the Black Pig of the Woods
0-1 DoS: The Grand Sow is rumoured to possess
powers of flight and telepathy

Time per
Potential unique
Search attempt citations per
subject *

Small
Library

1 hour

1

6 hours

3

1 day

6

Memory
After a successful cycle of library research, the
player is provided with a summary of his findings
by the GM. This condensed summary represents
only the key excerpts from documents the PC has
read, and omitted details may be recalled later if
warranted by in-game events. Memory tests may
be requested by the players, but the GM
ultimately determines the amount of additional
knowledge available from each research cycle.

(fewer than
100 books)

Medium
Library
(100-999
books)

Large
Library

The PC’s Read/Write skill is tested for
memorization. Use the Language Comprehension
table (page 37) to determine the amount of extra
information retained.

(1000 books or
more)
* These numbers are only guidelines. The Jeweler’s
Guild library, for example, may rate as being Small, yet
contain multiple citations on Albion Quartz. GM
discretion is advised.

The GM may permit automatic recall if the
relevant books were read thoroughly. Keep in
mind that the research times listed on the above
table reflect only a quick survey of available texts.
Complete volumes require days or even weeks to
read thoroughly.

Obscure Lore & Partial Information
Researchers must sometimes visit multiple
libraries or read multiple texts in order to
properly understand their subject. This can be
handled in a number of ways:

Library Encounter Tables
The GM should decide secretly which table will be
used, depending on the subject being researched
and the nature of the library. For example, PCs
researching Estalian customs in a university
library would use the Mundane table, while those
investigating a private collection for information
on Skaven warpstone technology might use the
Perilous table. The GM is encouraged to invent
his own library encounters.

Search Test Modifiers: Apply penalties to the
Search test (Step #1) for particularly obscure
trivia.
Complexity Rating: The GM may rate the
complexity of information by the number of
unique citations required (see above). An
incomplete summary may be provided after each
successful research cycle, or the GM may
withhold his entire summary until the required
number of citations is achieved.
Example: the legend of Mousillon’s Grand Sow of
the Grismerie might require three or four citations
for a complete summary, while just learning about
her magical abilities requires only one.
Degrees of Success: Normal Search tests are
binary in nature (i.e. either you find the object, or
not). Library Search tests, on the other hand,
may be graded according to the obscurity of the
subject matter. This requires some advance
preparation by the GM. Note that Degrees of
Success may result in the information from the
initial Search test becoming even further
fragmented in the research cycle after failed
Speak Language or Read/Write tests.
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Library Encounters – Mundane (Religion,
History, Science, Genealogy)
Roll Effect
1-5
Dead End: no relevant information present
– no references
6-8
Unreliable Source: veracity of information is
questionable – no references
9-15 Indirect Mention: subject is vaguely alluded
to in an unrelated document – possible
references
16-22 Spoiled book: pages are brittle or stuck
together with mold. Make Read/Write or
relevant Trade test, otherwise only partial
information is available and book is
damaged – possible references
23-30 Bogus References: veracity of information
seems reasonable – researching the
references however, is a waste of time
31-36 Smudged Printing: text requires a
Read/Write test (+10) to read, otherwise
only partial information is available –
possible references
37-43 Language Shift: without the relevant Speak
Language skill, only partial information is
available – possible references
44-46 Verbose Style: reading time is doubled –
possible references
47-48 Bibliography Only: no direct information is
available – many reliable references
49-50 Two Results: roll twice on this table and
apply both results, re-rolling the 2nd result
if incompatible with the first
51
Three Results: roll thrice on this table and
apply all three results, re-rolling the 2nd
and 3rd results if incompatible with the
first
52-55 Pretentious Author: the author knows less
about the subject than he claims – his
name-dropping generates many references
however
55-60 Concise Summary: reading time is halved –
no references
61-68 Rare or fragile book: book may be chained
to its shelf, or librarian/owner may insist
on handling it for the reader – possible
references
69-71 Tiny Font: without a magnifying glass, the
text requires a Read/Write test to read –
possible references
71-76 Masterful Printing: reading time is reduced
by 25% – possible references
77-81 Illuminated Pages: material is supported
with good illustrations – possible
references
82-88 Clearly Written: subsequent Speak
Language or Academic Knowledge tests are
made with a +10 or +20 bonus – possible
references
89-90 Fully Annotated: information is wellresearched – many reliable references
91+ Comprehensive Collection: more
information is available than expected,
including data from a lower cell of the
Research Tree, if applicable – many
references

Library Encounters – Perilous (Magic, Chaos,
Necromancy)
Roll Effect
1-3
Unleashed Power: On a failed Speak
Arcane Language test, roll a Catastrophic
Chaos Manifestation (WFRP pg. 143)
4-8
Poisoned Pages: book is diseased, cursed,
or contains a harmful mold
9-16 Sanity-warping Concepts: the reader must
pass a WP test or gain 1d5 IPs
17-22 Hidden Incantation: On a failed Speak
Arcane Language test, roll a Major Chaos
Manifestation (WFRP pg. 143)
23-25 Book Mites: book is half-eaten; only partial
information is available. Additionally, all
books within 2 yards have a 50% chance
of becoming infested
26-36 Unsettling Contents: the reader must pass
a WP test or gain 1 IP
37-43 Forbidden Phrase: On a failed Speak
Arcane Language test, roll a Minor Chaos
Manifestation (WFRP pg. 143)
44-46 Mark of Knowledge: a small symbol or
rune appears on the reader’s flesh, and
may only be removed by surgery
47-48 Aethyric Voices: voices inside the reader’s
head recite excerpts from the text for the
next 1d10 hours, distracting him with a 10 to all Int-based tests
49-50 Two Results: roll twice on this table and
apply both results, re-rolling the 2nd result
if incompatible with the first
51
Three Results: roll thrice on this table and
apply all three results, re-rolling the 2nd
and 3rd results if incompatible with the
first
52-55 Booby Trap: in addition to other traps in
the library, the book(s) may be guarded
with poisoned needles in the spine, springloaded knife blades designed to remove
fingers, etc. Perception test or Search test
+10 to notice
55-60 Dancing Letters: the lines seem to move on
the page, making the book slow to read –
double reading time
61-68 Scribblings of a Madman: the text is written
in a disjointed or hurried style. On a failed
Read/Write test, only partial information is
obtained.
69-71 Illusion of Normalcy: On a failed WP test,
the book appears to be an innocent
religious or academic text. If the book is
read, WP test may be retried at +20
71-76 Charm of Osmosis: the book is unnaturally
easy to read. Halve reading time, but the
reader becomes exhausted – count as
having missed two nights’ sleep
77-81 Tome of Lore: in addition to information
gained, 1d5 spells or rituals are detailed,
and readers who know them gain Mag +1
using this book for reference
82-88 Bound Magic: the seemingly harmless text
releases a spell upon reading. The spell
(often an evocation of some type) may be
harmful or useful, depending on the
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reader’s allegiances. Speak Arcane
Language test to notice, if casting is not
desired
89-90 Sympathetic Union: all those who read this
book may communicate telepathically with
its author, who can sense their presence
within 1d10 miles on a successful WP test
91+ Liber Fanatica: this book contains
knowledge beyond the reader’s wildest
dreams. In addition to information gained,
the reader may spend 100 XP to learn a
relevant magical Lore, Academic
Knowledge skill, or Arcane Language of the
GM’s choice

2.
3.

Research trees may be developed either to
support the campaign structure, or to generate
investigative micro-games for inquisitive PCs. In
the latter case, the GM usually summarizes
findings between sessions (possibly by email) in
response to the player’s actions. When used as
central campaign elements, research trees are
developed in advance during GM preparation.

Research Trees

Sample Research Trees

A research tree is, essentially, a flowchart
designed to aid the GM in parceling out
information. There are multiple ways of
organizing research trees, depending upon the
nature of the adventure, but three pieces of
information should be included for each branch
of the tree:
1.

misinformation when presented to the
players, depending upon their skill tests.
Locations: Where can the information be
found, and where does it lead?
References: Names of authors, titles or
keywords that may assist subsequent
research cycles.

Campaign Tree Example: From the vampire’s
library, the PCs may learn about the battle of
Landuin against the Necromancer, The Grand Sow
of the Grismerie, and Mousillon’s snail shell
economics. Each of these threads may lead to
other adventure locations and possibly additional
research opportunities.

Research Summary: This may be modified
later to include red herrings or
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Common Knowledge and Speak Language skills
are learned from the school of life, and are
therefore not considered to be academic skills.
However, the GM may opt to require instruction
for Skill Mastery (WFRP pg. 90).

Micro-Game Example: The party’s Dwarven
Engineer spends a couple of days browsing
selected volumes of the vampire’s collection.
Between sessions, the GM offers the player the
following choice of topics: Dukes and Wars of
Bretonnia, Culture and Folklore of Mousillon, or
History of the Aucassin Family. The player selects
Culture and Folklore of Mousillon. At the next
session, the GM provides the player with a
summary of his readings. After another two days
of in-game reading, the player may gain a second
research summary. This is presented by the GM at
the third session, and may either be a survey of
one of the two unread general topics, or an indepth reading of a Culture and Folklore sub-topic,
at the player’s option. After reading in greater
detail about the Barony of the Damned, the player
decides to spend his next research cycle
conducting a general overview of Dukes and Wars
of Bretonnia.

Interdisciplinary Research
When rolling Knowledge tests to gain additional
information during step #4 of the research
process, players may sometimes call upon a
variety of skills.
Alchemy: A material’s chemical properties may
be understood with Academic Knowledge
(Science), and its magical properties may be
understood with Academic Knowledge (Magic).
Trade (Apothecary) is used to perform
alchemical procedures. See the ‘Sources of Magic’
and ‘Alchemical Formulas’ articles for more about
alchemy.
Astrology: Scientific theories of the solar system
and planetary motion are covered by Academic
Knowledge (Astronomy). The magical properties
of the planets can only be understood with
Academic Knowledge (Magic). The Navigation
skill may be tested for knowledge pertaining to
star charts. See the ‘Astrology’ series of articles
for details.

Learning Skills through Research
The basic WFRP rules permit characters to learn
academic skills within their career templates at a
cost of 100 XP, or non-career skills for 200 XP,
without any research required. For a more
realistic advancement system, the GM may
require characters to complete research cycles
and possibly receive instruction, in addition to
the normal XP expenditure.

Experience
Points
Career Skill
Academic Knowledge (Daemonology, Genealogy/Heraldry, History,
Law, Necromancy, Runes, Strategy/Tactics)

Read/Write, Speak Arcane Language, Academic Knowledge

Research Cycles
With
Tuition

Without
Tuition

1

3

2

NA

2

6

4

NA

100 XP

(Arts, Astronomy, Engineering, Magic, Philosophy, Science, Theology)

Non-career Skill
Academic Knowledge (Daemonology, Genealogy/Heraldry, History,
Law, Necromancy, Runes, Strategy/Tactics)

Read/Write, Speak Arcane Language Academic Knowledge
(Arts, Astronomy, Engineering, Magic, Philosophy, Science, Theology)
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Necromancy). The GM may award situational
bonuses for specific Magical Lore talents known.
See the ‘Sources of Magic’ and ‘Astrology’ articles
in this issue, along with Realms of Sorcery.

Chaos: The nature of the Warp is studied with
Academic Knowledge (Astronomy). Individual
Chaotic entities are covered by Academic
Knowledge (Daemonology). Chaos magic may
only be understood with the Academic
Knowledge (Magic) skill and/or Lore of Chaos
talents. The Academic Knowledge (Theology)
skill may be tested to understand a Chaos god’s
relationship to the greater pantheon. See the
Tome of Corruption for more about Chaos.

Medicine: Anatomy and medical theory are
studied with Academic Knowledge (Science).
The Heal skill and Surgery talent may be used to
recall details pertaining to medical practice.
Situational bonuses may be awarded to
characters with Trade (Apothecary or
Herbalist). See WFRP Companion for more about
medicine.

History: Because the Academic Knowledge
(History) skill is regional in nature,
corresponding Common Knowledge skills may
be tested for additional information. Many other
Academic Knowledge skills may be deemed
relevant on a situational basis, including: Arts,
Genealogy/Heraldry, Magic, Law, Necromancy,
Philosophy and Runes.

Necromancy: The Academic Knowledge
(Necromancy) skill may be used to distinguish
between various types of undead creatures, and
to understand theories of life, death and the
basics of necromantic magic. Advanced concepts
of necromantic magic require the Academic
Knowledge (Magic) skill or Lore of Necromancy
talent. The Trade (Embalmer) skill may confer
situational bonuses.

Magic: The Academic Knowledge (Magic) skill
covers most aspects of magic, but Warp theory is
also studied with Academic Knowledge
(Astronomy), and a detailed understanding of
forbidden magic may only be attained with
Academic Knowledge (Daemonology or
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Languages of the Warhammer World
by Jude Hornborg

T

his article contains rules for communicating
with characters of a different language or
dialect. Every language traces its roots to the Old
Ones of legend, albeit some more closely than
others. Adherents of the Prime Language theory
believe that shared linguistic origins explain why
people of different cultures are able to
communicate. Using the skill table provided at
the end of this chapter, messages can be
conveyed with variable accuracy, according to the
participants’ proficiency and the comparative
taxonomy of their languages. Background on the
historical evolution of languages is also provided.

Estalian: Originally a Classical dialect, Estalian
is quite similar to Tilean and has cross-pollinated
with both Bretonnian and Arabyan over the
centuries.

Common Languages

Halfling: In the Mootland a faster, slurred
version of Reikspiel is spoken. Halfling is
considered to be a separate language, rather than
a dialect (see Reikspiel Dialects).

Goblin Tongue: Spoken by Orcs, Goblins and
Snotlings, this language requires physical
gestures to articulate complex ideas. Smaller
greenskin bystanders may be used as props.
Grumbarth: The Ogre tongue is primarily objectbased, and actions are expressed by modifying
the object. Hobgoblins speak a hybrid of
Grumbarth and Goblin Tongue.

Albionese: The language spoken by residents of
this mysterious isle is a simplified form of Arcane
Elf adapted to human vocal chords.

Khazalid: The rumbling Dwarven tongue
employs a system of root words modified by
signifiers. Its alphabet (Klinkarhun) is written
with straight lines that are easily inscribed into
stone or metal. Khazalid has not changed over
time, but has influenced human languages
considerably, and is immediately recognisable to
greenskins.

Arabyan: Modern Arabyan evolved from
languages of the nomadic desert tribes and
ancient Nehekharan (which is today studied only
by necromancers and archaeologists). Some
Arabyan words migrated into Estalia during the
14th and 15th century invasions.
Breton: Archaic Breton was the language of the
horsemen tribes who settled Bretonnia 2000
years ago. Over time, Breton has borrowed words
from Estalian, Tilean and Elthárin..

Kislevian: Kislevian evolved from the tribal
Gospodar, Ungol and Ropsmenn tongues.
Borrowed Norse and Dark Tongue elements make
Kislevian a true linguistic curiosity.

Classical: The academic tongue is rarely spoken
anymore, but still used extensively in formal
writing. Classical was the language of the
Remean Empire, founded centuries before
Sigmar, and has influenced the development of
all human Old World languages to some extent.
The Tilean and Estalian tongues were originally
dialects of Classical.

Norse: The Norse tongue is spoken in southern
Norsca, while Dark Tongue is spoken in the
north. Norse uses some Khazalid and Dark
Tongue words, but is otherwise insular.
Reikspiel: Because of the Empire’s political
might, Reikspiel is widely spoken in the Old
World. The language evolved from several tribal
tongues including Teutogen, Merogen, Unberogen
and Juton. Vernacular Reikspiel borrows slang
terms from many languages.

Dark Tongue: This language is used by followers
of Chaos, and is required to articulate certain
aspects of the Warp. Dark Tongue can be
complex, as mutable root words are further
modified by prefixes and suffixes. Beastmen
speak a crude dialect called Beast Tongue,
incorporating the local human tongue and animal
snarls. Understanding Beast Tongue requires a
Routine (+10) test against either Dark Tongue or
the local human language. Traces of Dark Tongue
are evident in Norse, and to a lesser extent
Kislevian.

Tilean: Tilean is sometimes nicknamed “Vulgar
Classical” because of its direct evolution from the
academic tongue. The regional dialects that have
developed over time are often used as indicators
of social status. Tilean shares a close taxonomy
with Estalian.

Arcane Languages

Elthárin: The melodic Elven tongue uses a
system of word pairs. Greater Words (Asai) are
given context by Lesser Words (Onai). Despite its
ancient origins, the complexity of Elthárin to
non-Elven minds has limited its influence on
other languages.

Arcane Dwarf: Arcane Dwarf is a form of
Khazalid shorthand which expresses ideas using
a single rune. Either Academic Knowledge
(Runes) or Speak Language (Khazalid) may be
used to identify runes. Arcane Dwarf is chanted
during magical rune creation, and the Runecraft
skill (RoS pg. 211) is required to inscribe them.
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Mootland - Unique language (+10)
Fast pacing and slurred words; barely
comprehensible despite sharing a common
vocabulary with Reikspiel.

Arcane Elf: Elven wizards use a complex form of
Elthárin for spell-casting, called Anoqeyån.
Anoqeyån is considered to be the closest
surviving version of the Old Ones’ language, and
may be used to manipulate all eight Winds of
Magic.

Nordland - Heavy accent (+20)
Harsh and fast; almost barked rather than
spoken, Norse words.*

Daemonic: The Daemonic language is the purest
form of Dark Tongue, used to manipulate Dhar.
Daemonic is also required for certain rituals, and
it’s said that demons may be bound to the
caster’s service if their true Daemonic name is
learned. The Daemonic tongue has unsettling
similarities to most other Arcane Languages.

Ostermark - Heavy accent (+20)
Rounded vowels, musical quality, “th”
pronounced as “d”, archaic and Kislevian
words.**
Ostland - Light accent (+30)
Strange pacing, Kislevian tones, frequent
pauses.**

Druidic: The mystical language of the Old Faith
all but disappeared with the druids, though Jade
magic shares a few words of common taxonomy.
Characters with Academic Knowledge (Runes)
may decipher the inscriptions on druidic stone
circles and obelisks.

Reikland - No accent
Stirland - Light accent (+30)
Slow drawl, repeated words.

High Nehekharan: The people of ancient
Nehekhara spoke this language, which uses
pictograms in its written form. While most
necromancy can be performed with Lingua
Praestantia, High Nehekharan is required for the
necromantic rituals invented by Nagash.

Sylvania – Heavy accent (+20)
Staccato intonation, heavily rolled “r”, stress on
first syllable of each word.

Magick: Taught to human wizards by the great
Elf Teclis, the Magick Language (or Lingua
Praestantia) is a simplified form of Arcane Elf
which uses the Old Reikspiel alphabet. Lingua
Praestantia is a very complex language by human
standards, and each colour wizard learns a
slightly different dialect.

Wasteland – Heavy Accent (+20)
Rapid, staccato accent. Stretched vowels and
sing-song intonation.

Talabecland - Light accent (+30)
Smooth, slurred-together words. No accent
among the elites.

Wissenland - Light accent (+30)
Soft and heavy monotone.
* Nordlanders receive a +10 bonus to Speak Language
tests with Norscans.
** Oslanders and Ostermarkers receive a +10 bonus to
Speak Language tests with Kislevites.

Old Slann: This language was taught to the
Slann by their creators, the Old Ones. The
modern Lizardman tongue, Saurian, evolved from
Old Slann. The surviving Slann have become so
adept at telepathy that speech is often not
required for spell-casting.

These Reikspiel dialects are copied primarily from
Sigmar’s Heirs. Every language has its own
regional peculiarities, so feel free to invent
regional dialects for other countries.

Sources: Realms of Sorcery, Warhammer army
books

Learning Reikspiel: Foreigners learning
Reikspiel acquire the dialect of the province
where the language was learned. Visitors who
have traveled throughout the Empire are
assumed to learn standard Reikspiel.
Foreigners learning Reikspiel outside the
Empire from a tutor suffer a -10 penalty to all
language tests

Reikspiel Dialects

Although Reikspiel is universally spoken across
the Empire, regional dialects can pose obstacles
to communication. PCs are assumed to be
familiar with the dialect of their home province
and its immediate neighbours. The Common
Knowledge (Empire) skill determines familiarity
with other dialects. Speak Language tests may
be required to comprehend unfamiliar dialects,
modified by either +20 or +30 according to the
severity of the accent. Familiar dialects can be
understood without making a skill test.
Averland - Light accent (+30)
Sing-song intonation, soft consonants, long
vowels.
Hochland - No accent
Middenland - Light accent (+30)
Harsh tones, archaic words and grammar, no
foreign words.
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-30
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-20
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-20
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-30
-30
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Tilean

Norse
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Reikspiel
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Old Slann
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+20
-30
-30
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Tilean
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Italics: Arcane Languages.
Bold: Languages share a similar alphabet. See Read/Write skill at the end of this chapter for relevance to Language Comprehension
NA: Only sign language may be used for communication (see sidebar at the end of this chapter).
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Kislevian

Khazalid

High Nehekharan

Halfling

Grumbarth

Goblin Tongue

Estalian

Elthárin

Druidic

Dark Tongue

Daemonic

Classical

Breton

Arcane Elf

Arcane Dwarf

Arabyan

Albionese

Linguistic Taxonomy Matrix
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Situational Modifiers

Communication Difficulty Modifiers

Speak Language (verbal):
Speech impediment
Loud background noise
Hurried conversation
Unlimited conversation time
Hand signals used
Complexity of message
Speak Language (written):
Archaic grammar
Sophistication of subject matter
Quick skim (½ reading time)
Intensive study (x2 reading
time)
Read/Write:
Low light conditions
Poor quality print materials
Messy handwriting
Smudged or damaged pages
Magnifying or reading glasses
Sophistication of subject matter

Language modifiers are cumulative. If the total
modifier exceeds Very Easy (+30), automatic
success can be assumed. Conversely, total
modifiers below Very Hard (-30) result in
automatic failure.
Linguistic Taxonomy (see
Same language, familiar
dialect
Same language, unfamiliar
dialect
Different language, close
taxonomy
Different language, similar
taxonomy
Different language, distant
taxonomy
Different language, no
taxonomy

Taxonomy Matrix)
Auto Success NA
Very Easy
Easy
Routine
Average
Challenging
Hard
Very Hard

(+30)
(+20)
(+10)
(+0)
(-10)
(-20)
(-30)

Auto Failure

NA

Sign Language: Characters who are unable
to communicate verbally may attempt sign
language. Roll against Fel/2, or unmodified
Perform (Actor or Mime) skill. Then
calculate Degrees of Success or Failure on
the Language Comprehension table below,
and worsen the result by one degree (e.g.
Failure becomes Botch).
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Language Skills

Speak Arcane Language (Intelligence - Advanced)

These rules replace those printed in “Win,
Lose or Draw” (Liber Fanatica III).

Related talents: None
Spell-casting demands precise verbal
articulation, and therefore Lores may only be
used by wizards possessing the associated
Arcane Language skill. However, a skill test
may be rolled to understand the gist of
scrolls written in a different arcane language,
or to identify spells cast by wizards of a
different Lore.

Speak Language (Intelligence - Advanced)
Related talents: Linguistics +10, Mimic +10,
Seasoned Traveller +10
Under normal conditions, skill tests are not
required for communication between two
people using the same language. Exceptions
might include: academic or technical jargon,
speech impediments (e.g. heavy lisp or
stutter) or regional dialects (see above). When
communicating cooperatively with a
foreigner, both the Speaker and the Listener
may test, using the better of the two results.
When eavesdropping, only the Listener may
test.

Language Comprehension
When a test is called for, roll the dice and
calculate Degrees of Success or Failure.
Perfect
Perfect communication. Every word
(3+ DoS) is understood.
Success About 75% of the message is
(0-2 DoS) understood. Major details are
known, but a minor detail might be
missed.
Failure
About 50% of the message is
(0-2 DoF) understood. Major details are vague
and multiple minor details are
missed.
Botch
About 25% of the message is
(3-5 DoF) understood. The main point is
missed. Only simple words are
comprehended, and with some effort.
Fumble Failure to communicate. Tragic
(6+ DoF) misunderstandings may result.

Read/Write (Intelligence - Advanced)
Related talents: Linguistics +10
Under normal conditions, skill tests are not
required to read or write languages familiar
to the PC. Exceptions might include: time
pressure, poor writing tools or barely legible
scripts. Foreign texts may only be read (but
never written) if the two languages share a
common alphabet (indicated by bold font in
the Taxonomy Matrix). In these cases, use
either Speak Language or Speak Arcane
Language skill (i.e. not the Read/Write skill),
and consult the relevant Taxonomy Matrix for
modifiers. A Read/Write test may be required
in addition to the Language test if a foreign
script is also barely legible for reasons of
poor font or syntax. Use the worst result in
these cases.
Translators and Interpreters
NPCs may be recruited as Henchmen or
Hirelings to translate foreign languages for the
players. See Translators and Guides in the Old
World Armoury for stat profiles and pay rates
(pages 99 and111). No language comprehension
rolls are required when communicating through
an NPC, but translations may be inaccurate if
Henchman loyalty
lo
is poor.
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